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5th – 9th April 2021

FOMC and ECB meeting minutes 
to guide markets after Easter 

Relative to the rest of Q1, this week has been

relatively sanguine for FX markets. The dollar saw

the end of the quarter out on a strong footing as

European nations extended or re-entered tighter

lockdown measures, while President Biden

announced a $2trn infrastructure package. The US

10-year climbed to touch a fresh post-pandemic

high at 1.7742% but failed to hold that level, while

ECB President Christine Lagarde took an even more

combative approach towards European yields.

Calendar

Monday – 05/04

While the UK and central Europe enjoy a four-day weekend, markets elsewhere will begin to

reopen on Monday with Turkish CPI figures from March at 08:00 BST. Estimations stand at

16.2% YoY vs the prior reading of 15.61%. The recent rise in inflation prompted previous

CBRT Governor Agbal to raise rates by 200bps to 19%, which paved the way for his departure.

Now, with inflation still rising and the departure of Governor Agbal prompting further lira

weakness, the focus is on how the newly appointed Governor Kavcıoğlu tries to steady the

ship. It is likely that headlines from the central bank are released around the inflation data,

especially if it surprises to the upside.

Tuesday – 06/04

Tuesday’s session kickstarts with the release of China’s Caixin services and composite PMIs

for March at 02:45 BST. After the manufacturing index surprised to the downside on

Thursday, investors will focus on whether this is a divergence in the official and private PMI

readings or an isolated slowdown in small firms manufacturing. Markets will watch Russian

CPI figures at 17:00 BST after inflation in February picked up slightly on a YoY basis.

With most markets breaking for a long weekend, next week looks to be another 

where thin liquidity in markets could exacerbate marginal moves on the back of 

light economic data and events. Looking ahead to next week’s calendar, Turkey’s 

CPI data on Monday and the release of central bank meeting minutes stand out.
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Since then, however, the Central Bank of Russia hiked interest rates by 25 bps and will

continue to hike over the coming quarters. This should put a lid on inflationary pressures and

on the Russian ruble in the medium-term while risks to growth remain as the central bank

continues to tighten policy.

The Reserve Bank of Australia is then due to release its latest policy decision at 05:30 BST,

with no change expected. Speculation around the RBA’s exit of the yield curve control

framework remains rife, but most don’t expect a signal on the exit strategy at April’s

meeting. Announcements around QE are expected to be limited too after the Bank took

steps back in February to extend its QE programme by another A$100bn in advance of the

current envelopes completion.

After increasing QE 
purchases by a record 

amount in a single 
auction in March, the 

central bank is likely to 
maintain a wait-and-see 
approach for the coming 

meeting.

Wednesday – 07/04

The National Bank of Poland is set to

leave policy unchanged on Wednesday.

A separate primer is included below.

Minutes from March’s FOMC meeting are

then released at 19:00 BST and will be

scoured by investors for clues on the Fed’s

true reaction function as the summary of

economic projections cast a dovish tone,

but one that still incited questions.

More on this below.

NBP

Thursday – 08/04

German factory orders from February will be released at 07:00 after beating estimates by

1.4% in January, confirming that the manufacturing sector started the year on a strong

footing. This is likely to continue in the coming months which should bode well for the euro.

After that, the ECB’s meeting minutes at 12:30 BST should provide markets with details on

the central bank’s latest decision to frontload stimulus by increasing its bond-buying pace.

Hints on the outlook and the duration of the frontloading will be scrutinised in the

document, although the ECB is likely to emphasise the flexibility of the Pandemic Emergency

Purchase Programme. More on this can be found below.

US initial jobless claims will be released at 12:30 BST as well and should show that the US

labour market has reached its bottom a while ago and should continue to recover in the

months to come, especially with amp fiscal stimulus provided and the vaccine roll-out pace

being favourable. Banxico meeting minutes are then released at 15:00 BST.
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Friday – 09/04

German industrial production data for February are scheduled for release at 07:00 BST

after manufacturing and construction dropped in January following weaker car output. With

car output having rebounded in February, factory orders will likely see a recovery. The

consensus foresees a growth of 1.2%, but the rebound in car output adds upside risks to the

figure. Also at 07:00 BST are Norway’s CPI releases which are likely to stabilise after surging

in February following jumps in energy prices.

A week after the US nonfarm payroll data, Canada’s labour market survey is then released

for March at 13:30 BST. The labour market recovery is expected to continue in March as

parts of the service sector in major municipalities started to reopen. Employment gains were

driven by part-time workers returning to work in February, and with high-contact industries

reopening, this dynamic is likely to continue within the data. However, the impact it has on

the loonie may be muted considering the recent implementation of tighter lockdown

measures. Ontario is set to enter a 28-day lockdown in April, while major cities within

Quebec will also be subject to tighter measures in the short-term. After announcing their

monetary policy decision on Wednesday, the National Bank of Poland follows with meeting

minutes and a press conference on Friday of which timings will be released later.

NBP to hold wait-and-see approach after ramping up

QE in March

The National Bank of Poland resisted the temptation of dancing to the markets’ tune when

they were pricing in a rate hike in March, and instead stated the odds of a rate hike, or any

form of tightening at the moment, are basically zero. The freshly revised NBP projections in

which both CPI and GDP forecasts were upgraded were not enough to change the NBP’s

dovish tone last time around and signalled to markets that the central bank won’t act on

inflationary pressures prematurely. Two weeks after the last meeting, the NBP kicked it up a

notch, purchasing a record amount under its QE programme worth 3.75 billion zloty

($968mln) in a single auction in order to keep a lid on borrowing costs.

Additionally, the NBP may reconsider the risks to Poland’s economic outlook as virus

numbers intensify and lockdown measures are tightened further since March.

This begs the question of how tolerant the NBP will be towards inflation in 

the coming months as the global economy recovers, especially as the zloty

recently hit its lowest level against the euro in since the financial crisis. 
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CPI figures exceeded expectations – but will the NBP care?

CPI inflation in March jumped from 2.4% in February to 3.2% YoY, overshooting market

expectations of 2.9%. The increase was mostly driven by higher fuel prices, although core

prices also accelerated. March included the first reading of the year where YoY inflation

exceeded the 3% threshold set by the National Bank of Poland, but we don’t suspect this will

prompt them to take action. By upwardly revising forecasts previously and maintaining a

dovish tone at the same time, the NBP made it clear to markets they don’t care about

inflation during the early stages of the recovery, especially after they ramped up their QE

programme. Glapinski stated exogenous reasons were behind the elevated CPI readings, i.e.

electricity prices and oil prices as well as garbage collection prices due to local regulations.

Elevated inflationary pressures could add downside risks to the zloty, however, at least until

the global recovery picks up and risk sentiment improves as economies move closer to herd

immunity and reopening stages. In the past month, the zloty posted its worst performance

since the pandemic started a year ago as it hit 4.675 against the euro – its lowest level since

April 2009 – and lost as much as 3.4% over the month. Poland recently posted record daily

case numbers, adding additional burdens on the economy as restrictions were are also

extended.

The Polish zloty should regain lost ground in the coming quarter, however, as vaccinations

further progress both domestically and globally.

The improvement in domestic vaccination roll-out should provide the zloty with some

stability, while the improvement in global vaccination efforts will improve risk appetite and

invite investors back to EM debt. Until then, however, the NBP is likely to maintain a dovish

communication as it focuses on growth conditions instead of transitory inflation shocks.

EURPLN reaches decade-high amid dovish CB and elevated inflation   
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FOMC meeting minutes

There was much anticipation heading into the last Fed meeting on March 17th. Many
expected that the median FOMC forecast of rates would signal lift-off in 2023, while the
corresponding summary of economic projections (SEP) would give markets an inkling into
what central bank’s reaction function is under the new average inflation targeting framework.
However, the message cast by the FOMC SEP and by Chair Powell in the press conference
was relatively dovish and resulted in markets trimming their expectations of rate lift-off in
2023. The median dot plot showed no consensus expectation of rate increases in 2023,
despite 7 members now projecting higher rates, meanwhile the median core PCE forecast
saw inflation sit slightly higher than the 2% target, owing to the nature of the average
inflation target.

Fed and ECB meeting minutes should shed some light on 
questions remaining from significant March meetings

Over the course of March, markets saw multiple significant central bank policy decisions that

provided participants with more clarity around their reaction functions. This in turn has

helped build a timeline of monetary normalisation, with leaders and laggards in the race to

lift-off. We touched upon this divergence, which is being replicated in money markets and

fixed income instruments, in the week ahead document a few weeks ago (see here).

Now, further clarity behind the decisions presented will be released in the form of meeting

minutes. Both the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank are due to release theirs

next week, with markets set to scour them for further understanding as to why dovish

messages were struck in both meetings, while Banxico also releases its meeting minutes

after holding rates at 4% on March 25th. We take a look at both the Fed and the ECB below.

Next week, the NBP is likely to reiterate the dovish tone and their laissez-

faire approach towards inflation amid elevated short-term virus- and 

lockdown-related risks to the economy. 

Where does this put the NBP vs other central banks?

NBP President Adam Glapinski made it clear during the March press conference that there

will be no form of policy tightening any time soon. He cited the dovish approach by the

Federal Reserve and European Central Bank, who are as far away from tightening as possible,

as an example in setting policy for the National Bank of Poland. Unlike the ECB and the Fed,

however, the NBP did not experience low inflation before the pandemic.

Until substantial progress in the vaccinations has been made and global risk sentiment

improves, Glapinski is unlikely to steer away from his dovishness.

https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/fed-underdelivers-with-dovish-dot-plot-weighing-on-dollar/
https://www.monexcanada.com/wp-content/uploads/Monex-Canada-FX-Week-Ahead-22nd-26th-March-2021.pdf
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But with the median dot plot anchored at no change in rates, and the growth, employment

and inflation forecast upgraded, the meeting still left questions that needed to be answered.

Namely, what is the consensus level of inflation and the corresponding unemployment rate

needed to warrant rate lift-off under the Fed’s new inflation targeting framework?

The jury is still out given the SEP projections didn’t give any clear indications. While 7

members showed rates above the current 0-0.25% range, 11 members anticipated core

inflation at or above 2.1%.

On the surface, it suggests 4

members deem this as insufficient

to warrant rate lift-off, which would

be a dovish message, but that isn’t

abundantly clear. Of the 7 that

signalled rate lift-off, some may

have forecast inflation at 2% at the

time, meaning more of the

committee see core inflation at or

above 2.1% as insufficient for lift-

off. While this is unlikely, the

reaction function of the Federal

Reserve may in fact be more dovish

than initially implied. Given the

level of uncertainty that remains,

and the high degree of divergence

between market pricing and FOMC

projections, the FOMC meeting

minutes will be trawled through to

find any semblance of clarity.

FOMC SEP showed median core inflation at 

above 2% in 2023, but no solid signs of lift-off

ECB meeting minutes

The European Central Bank sits at the most dovish extreme of the monetary policy spectrum,
only behind the Bank of Japan. With no clear path to abandoning the negative interest rate
approach any time soon and massive QE and liquidity programmes in place, prospects for
monetary tightening are limited. This message was reinforced in the last policy meeting and
should also be reflected in the corresponding minutes released on Thursday 8th April at
12:30 BST..

The March meeting was crucial in the context of rising yields in the eurozone following the
sell-off of US treasuries. At the time, President Christine Lagarde announced a “significant”
increase in the weekly pace of PEPP purchases, which was taken by markets as the ECB’s
resolution in fighting rising yields.
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In the presentation, the ECB also tried to shed more light on its definition of “favourable

financing conditions”, assuring markets that not only yield spreads, but a comprehensive set

of indicators, are taken into account when designing policy tools.

ECB PEPP data shows the central bank lived up to its word by “significantly” increasing

purchases after the March meeting (both axes in €bn)

The net dovish tone struck by
the ECB in the last meeting
also came in the form of a mild
deterioration in the short-term
economic outlook.

The main risks foreseen by the Bank link to

the delayed vaccination roll-out in the EU,

which raises the chances of a more protracted

economic reopening that threatens investor

and consumer sentiment. As things stand, the

ECB has solidly committed to its ultra-loose

position, both verbally and factually. In the

subsequent weeks after the meeting, the

Bank increased the net weekly purchases to

around €20.1bn, from an average size of

€13.3bn in weekly purchases this year.

Lagarde went further to say in an interview last week that “investors can test the ECB’s

resolve as much as they want”, echoing Draghi´s similar determination back in 2012 to do

“whatever it takes” to shore up fixed income market pricing. Given this clearly

accommodative stance, we find little scope for the minutes to impact markets meaningfully.

However, the debate could offer valuable insight into the level of consensus between

Governing Council members and how the balance of risks could affect monetary policy

decisions going forward.
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Canada Inc., an execution-only service provider. The material is

for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or

objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on

which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of

this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Canada Inc., or the

author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The material

has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of

investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment

research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.
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